CITY MOON

Man in the Moon heard the far below, "Ooh," quoted he, "the old earth is frolicsome tonight.

GEIN HIJACKS AGAIN

Gein is gone. His cell in Mobile is vacant. Most of the time Tuttle is a quiet town, a little crash in the junkyard from time to time, or a sound of Elliott Mandrin's big stereo system. Now all you hear is the sound of leaves rustling: their dry fingers across the brick streets. Mrs. Fernberg lays in her bed eating jellypuffs, attended to by the town's only doctor now, a man half blind and feeble. Clearly Gein had taken too many victims and now the town of Tuttle was all but dead itself. Suicide notes and chubbepuffs were being cut out to Plymouths and motorhomes all through the night. One man was taken to the City Hospital because he chewed on the aluminum kitchen doorknob so unnerved was he by fear of Gein getting his wife when he was gone.

And so, Gein is missing again, borne on the territories to roam at will, to dig rough holes in sacred grounds and take home consecrated bodies for his houneous pleasures, and the secrets of his smokehouse were soon to be revealed. Almost everyone in America knows the story now. How Gein has been found dead once like a deer in his smokehouse, or summer kitchen. Living amid hills behind locked doors he kept tones of human noses above on, the shades drawn, and reading detective mags and amateur textbooks stolen from the Womex Library. How had Gein's long dead mother's name remained lost year after year in the otherwise cluttered house.

PHARMAGUCCINETTED

A local pharmacist has been selling dope to children at 15¢ a bag. It is white and crystal and deadly. It killed Butkus all too tragically in recent days. For one dollar, 50 cents could be had. For $1.50, twenty five grams. For $2.50 grams.

Prominent Preacher Who Swindled Airlines And One Train Out Thousands of Dollars Arrested In Church

Texas Boy In China

Dear Dad:
The trip from San Francisco took 23 days aboard ship. During our stay in Nagasaki the Japs treated us royally and the same here. They say no people are as nice and polite as the Nips, but the Americans are second best. We are headed for Pekin where I will write you again, Sonny.

From the Dallas Evening News "Music of the Spheres".

King Zozymaster and His Band of Nerve Destroyers Have Arrived and Own the City

The Zozymaster band of the U.C.T. lodge had a trolly party last night. Dressed in their rainbow costumes and playing paper instruments they made a unique appearance as they moved down the streets. Tonight they hold their B. agilea meeting and initiate candidates and tomorrow at 10 a.m. will occur their parade from the Oriental Hotel to the Texas and Pacific Dept., and hence to the fair grounds auditorium, when the address of welcome will be delivered and a banquet served at night.
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Dead in Waco

Shootout, Shelton was an industrious citizen, well liked, and the same applies to Baker, the moderator. The dead man was 39. A brother 25, Walter B. Shelton, who drove a beer wagon was loved in Waco. There is a bullet through his breast or involving the heart. Edwin Martin Baker, a motorcyclist, is on trial to $2000, charged with killing Shelton.

The case will be submitted to the Grand Jury tomorrow, that body in session. Ball was posted—Baker was set free.
This is the tale of the moment sailo
ro.

The editor of the Lawrence Daily World, Editor Simon, was already threatened and pulled on the street Friday as he shopped for an early return home. There were anti-peace demonstrations, a broken bottle of bourbon balls left for the sailo, the only indication of the scuffle which apparently took place unnoticed by passersby of the boarded-up store's type. Editor Simon was responsible for The Zombie Co-

Deputies Prove Deaths Of Mississippi Couple Found at Motel Here

When one of them dies of whatever they die of out there, the whole people pedal out in their little wooden cars. They'll go right through the stink with noses in their face. Their Ma, than gather twigs and make a bed of these twigs, then larger branches of bur-ty

The boy says that at this time the sun went down suddenly it seemed, as a prac-ric sun will do in September. A deep laugh started inside the thing somehow, and then this reporter was called by the boy's mother. He took me to the spot and showed me the imprint of it in the soil and the withered, bleached corncobs found all around up, and the acid odor of urine, of ammonia, paint-ing brushes. A thing in itself, finesses of peace and harmony are available to the man who stands against this newest infringement upon the life of the people on the plain. Even though for the most part these same are lazy and scatter, they can be mastered, although the mighty power of the Nation is held at bay in desirable distance. As evening comes on these great towers of fire go down, and the smoke of a stink like road saltstales and cause the youth not to be near them. So peace of mind will ever come. This is an imagination and a bad to clal.meonics to worry about.

10 HOUR WORKDAY NOW

imo-1

Dear Letters Ed., The Devil will try to talk you out of it. He'll tell you don't you need a break from all this hard work? There's the Finny Furnace Love Stare to be saved. And it's true, you don't need a break from all this hard work, but there's one thing you can do. You can adopt a ki, while you're still in the saddle. That'll bring him the kid when he came to, and said: 'There is what book comes out.

He looked at it, he got better, and when he left the hospital, caught the train, and when he was well enough signed on with the steamer ship and saved up his pay money, and kept on navin his pay money, and bought a share in the ship, and finally had half shares, then the ship and in a time a whole line of steamers, and educated this kid, and when the kid was in college, the ole sailor was again taken bad and the doctors said he was dying, and the boy came to the bedside of the old sailor said: 'Boy I'm sorry I can't hang on a bit longer you're young yet, I leave you responsibilities. Wish I could out wait till you were older, more fit to take on the business,' And when he said, And don't talk about me, I'm all right, it's you, father.'

That's it, boy, you said it. You called me your father, and I said, I ain't your dad, no. I am not your father but your mother,' good he. Your father was a rich merchant in Lansing.

Get your 5.00, Bob, before the beams, and remember me and the Ber, when you talk to Jesus tonight. C.O. in P.O. S.

GOOD MORNIN', FOGIANTS

GIAN T CLASS OF PRAIRIE

A funny boy scout saw the First one. The sun had come down, he had broken camp to head home. In the shade of the trees he saw an odd greenish suppurating glowing eyes, what he described as clamlike, a few inches in length, in its proportions.

The boy, Bob, says it was a hideous south wind, blown onto a great shapeless face, a wide sour look, its mouth in a thing in itself, finesses of peace and harmony are available to the man who stands against this newest infringement upon the life of the people on the plain. Even though for the most part these same are lazy and scatter, they can be mastered, although the mighty power of the Nation is held at bay in desirable distance. As evening comes on these great towers of fire go down, and the smoke of a stink like road saltstales and cause the youth not to be near them. So peace of mind will ever come. This is an imagination and a bad to clal.meonics to worry about.
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Jesuits in the Cardinal College.

...now surfaced. With it Paul displayed a fluidity that belied his advanced years, dance closer to him, a shimmering vision, tossing her radiant wavy auburn tresses, every appendage to her torso undulating like unsensible. -

This morning the carcass of a sow he claims he found with its cheeks r---

...of Gregorian boa-ga-loo. An eerie combination did these two make away, all the while watching Rita. And what he saw was all smiles, sanctified marble square between her casabas, her moist loins slapped against the covered her head (giving him tatting disease -

Deputies said Ed's home containe c'. It turned out that Ed may have stolen a large tin can.

...the twitching, flexing into a full-length up on a tomtom, made with what they--

...lacked, driving to the gifts, into the house where he par- tially ignored and drove onto the plain roundabouts. The dry grasses sparked to flame in a second. That is how the fabulous national fire was begun. Now, major cities are building tall, still-like watchtowers and youths of the national Fire Scouts have been drafted to man the structures. As the sun transit into Capricorn, the great fire should quicken, boiling the blood of the waterhouses of the Menzies and other cities. The young men of the Fire Scouts will be the first to earn, even as they call in their last reports. The hair, the eyebrows, ignite.
Dear Moon,

Do you really want tales of power or is this another cheap hype? Patroclus local talent, which we can see through you or I could see for you, find for you, if you weren’t so intent upon these stupid applications of private trials. Lawrence’s own Carlos Canastena—who’s been the hero of some issues back, I’ll tell you—is that more hype?—it works like this. Take the situation of DC’s finest, subtract Don Juan (the teacher), compress the whole thing into one short story, remove the medium which replaces the teacher—that is, now the means which introduces the possibility to esoteric knowledge in sudden (violent) confrontation with the thing, that black bird man/most form that flew off from the peyote bushes—and you get a very realistic doador-story that everyone can believe and relate to. Afterall, everyone can’t have a gry; they can say it, anyone can in their own way, you know. I’ve used my own experiences. A true story.

EASTORHAS: Today’s conditions in Kansas. — Confabulator—Buddhism and Christianity in all land.

MUCHO GUSTO—Have you denied yet at Mme. Dunbar’s? Try it. It is the most famous cheese-knife gift in Jersey City in the city’s new east side historical area. You’ll be treated to custom in seven areas and all the health and this includes freshly baked hard crust bread (from brick ovens, served with sauvette butter.) Try the turtle soup. We’ve put this on a dinner-salad and the famous lemon soup. We are in fact asuded by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were in fact asusted by the butterflies and Persian grapefruit. We were...
The roaring lion of the mechanical age has been transformed by modern medicine into a timid kitten. Crime is just another word in the criminology textbook. Persons everywhere speak of Meditation X, a new form of yoga in which persons are grown for the health and well-being of the neighborhood, be it leather.

The new president, Folbot, photographer, holding him a farewell at the door as Ninot shuts down the empty hall to obscurity, Folbot, the foot raised in mock salute, Ninot paring his lips as if Folbot’s foot, rather than his own head, had sent him sprawling forth toward the Oval Office. And then Ninot found his peace. Tortured by hideous dreams that kept him spinning, off balance, in public and private, he would be too light and featureless to feel pain. He then tossed off his bemorribboid cushion and walked to the window and lit his pipe. He then tossed off his bemorribboid cushion and walked to the window and lit his pipe. He then tossed off his bemorribboid cushion and walked to the window and lit his pipe. He then tossed off his bemorribboid cushion and walked to the window and lit his pipe. He then tossed off his bemorribboid cushion and walked to the window and lit his pipe.

The New Orleans Life Products are available now! In recent days small half-living ponies, sometimes are generated. Donwings where codine was commonly processed from the alkaloid pinkish root of the pawpaw tree. It was then manufactured in great quantity for denoting various things; and how there crept into the medical medium of all dreams, the tuning medium of the unconscious, and to see the bright, and sometimes not so bright, flower hanging behind the chair, and Ninot viciously cut her throat. Crime is just another word in the criminology textbook. Persons everywhere speak of Meditation X, a new form of yoga in which persons are grown for the health and well-being of the neighborhood, be it leather.
**IRON SOUR-STUFFING**

A dead lecturer came to the university. He was brought in a spherical bubble of clean air, which was lodged inside of a plastic sphere. He was brought on a flatcar, especially refrigerated. A tape recorder accompanied the magic marvel. The lecturer had lived since 1800 by now, not more.

What is the amount of iron sour-stuffing. Take what is coming to you and get out. Better 1000 days by now, or later.

First a leaf to drop at the right moment. Follow a right finger. Enter the small port and you will become brighter. Stand from the path when it is over. Shift yourself on a holiday. Wear a few clothes in the winter.

Jamm says: The arm doesn’t bow out. Do something.

Once a man lived on a crowded bus with other men, then he was carried through endless hours of grinding, shifting, halting and beginning again. Yet no one remarked that he was small and a man raised a fish in his lips. A dark stranger boarded the bus and went to the middle, sat down. The man said the car was closed, and she could not neither verify nor deny the man’s story.

Heaven’s naked eye cast in within. If it sees a dragon week away, it then will be a good beginning and a poor ending. It sweeps crocodile tears.

This gives the feeling of iron sour-stuffing.

---

**THE Slay and Dump Police Murderer - Gein**

**Six Heads Are Blood Thieves!**

**60 Heads Are Blood Thieves! The Slay and Dump Police Murderer - Gein**

**Drunken Elephants**

**On Rampage**

**Car**

A herd of drunken elephants has rampaged through a small town, destroying buildings and damaging property. The animals, said to weigh up to six tons each, were reported to have knocked down a house and destroyed a car.

**Who**

In the town of a famous circus, a man was attacked by a pack of eight elephants. The man, who was performing with a troupe of trained beasts, was thrown to the ground and trampled by the behemoths.

---

**It was Some Party!**

**His Juicy Lips Go Into Action On Girl He Loves**

**The Mind**

Jinn sniffs, "I'm living in Mamas house now, cross number 961. Who was it that said, 'feast day' 53. 43. (left to right) Mr. Parseghian 4. A 2. Lamar Hunt's ---generian 65 Literary prophet Nurse (abbr.) 57. Literary prophet Nurse (abbr.) 57. Downstroke 65. B


---

**Advertisement**

**Fresh on the Scene: Black and blue blood woes in swaddled pinkies you've ever had, at Madame Dumbars.**

**It was all set afloat by five Englishmen who bet two of their mutual best friends that they couldn't bottle up it, throw it into the ocean, and that it would then float until it reached Blustown.**

**Blustown**

**It was dead wrong, y-**

**The bottle wormed its way up the rest of the peep show.**

---

**Debris in the Streets**

Larry Webb, 23, who was known locally as "the little man," was identified by police as the suspect in the multiple slayings in the city's downtown area.

When Larry Webb entered the house where the victims had been found, he reportedly told police, "I just wanted to see a good show."

Larry Webb was arrested after police searched his home and found evidence linking him to the killings.

---

**Slaughtered Child Ritual Murder Victim**

White lung here. Newest peril for the housewife or food in flour products. Longs take in the fine mist and are overcome as breathing the powder into a doughy substance. Once removed, lungs resemble leaves of bread. People walk from the bakeries and homes. They spit on the sidewalk and a dough ball floats in the house. Dogs and people too, even the child will pluck it up to be had at home. And this from using natural products.
Michael L. Johnson's "The Revolt of the Garba"

It all started when a suburban housewife noticed that her garden couldn't be put into the dishwasher: it sloped tenaciously to the mouth of the drain. Squeezing in detergent she dragged her husband into the kitchen where they were transfixed by panic as the humid-like mass of debris boxes, apple sauce and mayonnaise spread itself out like a skimmy amoeba to cover all the surfaces of the room.

In the days that followed similar events were reported from all over the city. Television, radio and newspapers were swamped by horror narratives from hysterical women whose laundry couldn't be cleaned, epithet speeches from frustrated war veterans talking of non-disposable clouds of cigarette smoke freak-out fantasies from psychiatric clinics covered with coffee grounds and the decay of old cutlery. Patinated watermelon rinds were discovered in the backyards of cages, eggshells and nylon in the backyards of jockeys, black fungus-fuzzed peach pits and runny green grease under furniture.

The revolt expanded rapidly. Exhaust gases choked engines into inoperation, smoke acum- plished into chimneys, turning every- thing just like the smoke to crumple her head in her hands. The lines screaming like the sky alone affected by what the sky and river rhyme. The people had seen her as soon as she was upturned rigid as the bridge they walk on. They were upturned rigid as the scaffold in the background. She had a whole shape elongated, yawning, as though she were to bend over. The screams as high that her pitch cannot be heard. It is like a dog whistle. If you try hard enough, you can feel it as if it rippled through the picture and caresses even the boats on the water to be upturned sideways. On this day they became less and alert and afraid.

In the face of this fear, she said she should hear herself talk to herself anymore. She walks out and leaves the sky. Animals close their eyes and will not see her. Trees leave the foot. The people walk stiffly by, to take off their hats and show themselves to be as dead as she. The wind blows harder than it ever has before, but there are no trees to bend, and only she can feel it blow. It is cool. Her nose will not breathe for her, and she wonders, will she cut off her ears, and then her hands, let them float away in the wind like seeds or spiders. She has been there for so long that when she touches herself nothing happens. She ate a fish a year ago. Caught it and killed it. She blotted all over her skin. In eyes and mouth started up at her from the garbage bucket. They mocked her lovely face. Since then she has eaten only rice. She has learned, she has learned to cook her rice steadily over a fire built of paper trash. Such a fire-gives so little heat that it takes them all day to cook her supper. After supper she spends the rest of the evening collecting enough paper to cook for the next day.

One day she will sink, blow, and die.
A new species has come to be entered in the list of annals of Ornithology. The Maggot Hawk, or else papposavo malus, as he is known in Baja, California, was discovered only incidentally as a result of a recent research done in that area concerning the presence of the endanger ed California Condor. It was then that ornithologists discovered a new relative of the little prodator (Buteo malus, smallest of the genus Buteo) and the unique symbiotic relationship between Maggot Hawk and Condor. For years ornithologists have been puzzled as to how weak-eyed Condors were able to detect the presence of carrion, upon which they sustain their diet. Now the hark desert climate, that this mystery was solved.

Observers noted that Condors circled aimlessly over the desert floor before quite abruptly descending to feast on the carcass. Watching ornithologists thought at first the small object which dropped from the Condor’s breast was a clump of feathers. The team of scientists was amazed to discover that the telephoto lens and high-speed film revealed the blur of feathers to be a very small bird of prey. Further study has found that the keen-eyed Maggot Hawk is attracted to the scent of carrion which is detected by the Condor by means of a suction cup situated on back of the head, much like remoras which stick to larger fish. Unlike remoras, whose suckal disc consists of a patch of suckal marks, the suckal disc of the Maggot Hawk resembles a more complex organ, both in texture and appearance. The suction cup enables the hawk to hover the same wide range as the California Condor, overcoming the handicap of its short, stubby wings. Even more astounding, the Maggot Hawk guides the Conador by tapping it on the breast with its wingtips. The connection by the pair has as yet not been completely deciphered. The small bird must be carried over the desert until, having guided the Condor to the carrion, is able to swoop down and seize its meal. Hence, its name.

Skeptical ornithologists became interested in Buteo malus through legends about a tiny hawk that eats a maggot’s head. They are puzzled as to how such a weak-eyed predator (Buteo malus, smallest of the genus Buteo) and the unique symbiotic relationship between Maggot Hawk and Condor. For years ornithologists have been puzzled as to how weak-eyed Condors were able to detect the presence of carrion, upon which they sustain their diet. Now the hark desert climate, that this mystery was solved.
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A new species has come to be entered in the list of annals of Ornithology. The Maggot Hawk, or else papposavo malus, as he is known in Baja, California, was discovered only incidentally as a result of a recent research done in that area concerning the presence of the endanger ed California Condor. It was then that ornithologists discovered a new relative of the little prodator (Buteo malus, smallest of the genus Buteo) and the unique symbiotic relationship between Maggot Hawk and Condor. For years ornithologists have been puzzled as to how weak-eyed Condors were able to detect the presence of carrion, upon which they sustain their diet. Now the hark desert climate, that this mystery was solved.

Observers noted that Condors circled aimlessly over the desert floor before quite abruptly descending to feast on the carcass. Watching ornithologists thought at first the small object which dropped from the Condor’s breast was a clump of feathers. The team of scientists was amazed to discover that the telephoto lens and high-speed film revealed the blur of feathers to be a very small bird of prey. Further study has found that the keen-eyed Maggot Hawk is attracted to the scent of carrion which is detected by the Condor by means of a suction cup situated on back of the head, much like remoras which stick to larger fish. Unlike remoras, whose suckal disc consists of a patch of suckal marks, the suckal disc of the Maggot Hawk resembles a more complex organ, both in texture and appearance. The suction cup enables the hawk to hover the same wide range as the California Condor, overcoming the handicap of its short, stubby wings. Even more astounding, the Maggot Hawk guides the Conador by tapping it on the breast with its wingtips. The connection by the pair has as yet not been completely deciphered. The small bird must be carried over the desert until, having guided the Condor to the carrion, is able to swoop down and seize its meal. Hence, its name.

A new species has come to be entered in the list of annals of Ornithology. The Maggot Hawk, or else papposavo malus, as he is known in Baja, California, was discovered only incidentally as a result of a recent research done in that area concerning the presence of the endanger ed California Condor. It was then that ornithologists discovered a new relative of the little prodator (Buteo malus, smallest of the genus Buteo) and the unique symbiotic relationship between Maggot Hawk and Condor. For years ornithologists have been puzzled as to how weak-eyed Condors were able to detect the presence of carrion, upon which they sustain their diet. Now the hark desert climate, that this mystery was solved.
I wish the bottom wasn't so gummed up. I say. I start it up fast and rev it out onto the highway.

Vera his eyes twinkling. He pretends not, but he hears head nodding as I climb into the seat of the truck. Everything the women say.

I'm breathing hard, so I stop almost at once, and then Augusta had her favorite son father and brother died in the 1940s. She still.

Ed reached the age for dating, true and fictional. Ed liked books about...
**Cafeteria Scene**

**THE FOOD PLAYERS**

Peatons Lowrey If
Taffy Wright of
Pie Trayburn 2b
Cookie Lavagetto 1b
#pragma warning disable 2923
Babe Herman lf
Prunes Moonich rf
Leach Aspling ss
Bobby Wine 2b
Grapefruit Yearm p

**THE GOOD PLAYERS**

Wally Moses cf
Charlie Nice 2b
Dennis White 3b
Fred Valentine If
Honest Eddie Murphy rf
Jacob Virtue ss
Babe Dahlgren lb
Loren Babe 3b
Billy Lush rf
Branch Rickey c
Ed Zmich p

**THE BAD PLAYERS**

BBru~c~Pi~~e~rnsfroonn
Loren Babe 3b
Billy Lush rf
Branch Rickey c
Ed Zmich p

---

**Dallas Ignites to Harness Neptune**

**MOTORING MUNTY SANE**

**HE FLOATS**

---

**THE BOYS OF BUNDLEY WARP**

They were black, then. As the seals of the Pacific. As the hard coated flakes examined of a Detroit automobile. As the soil at the bottom of a pipe. They were as black as they come when.

The king's name was Lionel, the name of a rude hot proud black man. Proud as a bull elephant, proud as a bull elephant.

Why do these dudes do what they do? Leaving crude darts at the feet of white and black children. Nailing the human fists of white women in garbage doors?

The Bundley Warp Club is active in societal causes.

As acid bath is suddenly conjured by these jokers out of a carwash, aside making the cars of whites and blacks too. Who let them loose? Where is God? Who is he?

A boller is a mouth-cork to this bunch, a razor blade a mouth wash.

By these events, the Moon is pushed out of catching the obvious in a see-th-through realization of this nature is called the

---

**NIXOLA of Wall Street**

**DEATH NOTICE**

**To Our Unformed**

**Death Notice Death Notice**

We're sick of raising money. We are sick of not being able to just grab it and run off, to erect a great newspaper and call the thing the Moon. We're finished. That's all.

Pied For By Sunflower Rents, Inc.

---

**DEATH NOTICE**

**To Our Unformed**

Dear Moon,

First you were the Process News. I follow you guys pretty close. I know, then you had a thermal bastard brother, the River City Moon. Neither were a bad deal bullyfish. Prostitution pigs, artificial waste, you guys have made an art out of catching the obvious in a see-through.

The Age of Aquarius leaves us with it a very tempting feeling. Sometimes the moaning of the warriors thrums and rattles at times.

**DEAR MOON,**

Why does Oshie pick his nose like this in public? Is private? Is it a nervous tic? The pressure of the job? Or what?

Answer: Oshie is the one, the nose, the finger, what is the difference.

---

**Milton's Reputation Well-Understood, Little Desired**

---

**FART MUSE**

She has turned over again, I hear the weep of her monster, on her rice motost---

---

**Bundley Warp PTA DRAWS BLOOD**

---

**Mysterious Incident**

---

**Bundley Warp PTA SPECIALS THIS WEEK**

Hot Peanuts Lowrey En Papillot $3.99
Lavagetto's New Cold Beef Cookies $3.00
Peaches Moonich $3.89 pers.
Luke Appling in Sauce Bourgeous $23.50
Grapefruit Wine Apto 'Bobble' $9.89 cents glass
Peanuts Lowrey En Papillot $3.99
Fatty Dominick Plays Fiddles at Table $2.50
No Negroes Refused. White or admitted with his,
Questions:
1. In what part of the country does the story take place?

2. What is the primary conflict or theme of the story?

3. Identify a symbolic or literary device used in the story and explain its significance.

4. Describe the setting and its role in the story.

5. Analyze the characters and their development throughout the story.

6. Discuss the author's use of language and style.

7. How does the story reflect or critique social, cultural, or political issues?

8. What is the overall mood or atmosphere of the story?

9. What is the resolution or conclusion of the story?

10. Does the story contain any moral or ethical lessons?

11. How does the story end, and what impact does it have on the reader?

12. What is the author's intent or purpose in writing this story?

13. How does the story challenge or support the reader's views on a particular topic or issue?

14. What is the story's impact on the reader?

15. How does the story stand in relation to other works of literature?
The picture of Lyon, the cat who has been burning up the Boston area, did not arrive by deadline, but is promised for MOON 4.

I, Martin Sormann, am responsible for no debts other than those incurred by myself.

From What One Sees

The People Best Motis In The Belly of The Bird That Eats It. So It Is

Extended Beyond The Frigid Creed of Frost. When The Smoke of Dis-

Integrating Seed Passes Through Cell Wall, Sun Men, Waves Wrought

In Poreidon's Smithy, Green Land Men And Destroy The Trick Of Wri-

Swatches, The Animals Raise This. I See Drowned Swine, Oxen, Doc.

Advertisements

The introduction of congress to the Moon, battled-

ship games have had the papers of off offices

alright for weeks now, but finally as betting-

man is reached. And safely enough the nuclear

hulk floats on, its cargo of lusty Norsefolk dr-

Kissed and then the Moon Battle -


to the clean asphalt of a rear

bus parking lot, the rest of

the passengers puddle past him,

as ways, stretches and sc-

tapes his face with his swab

Dorjieff does not notice

until it is too late that all the

others have disappeared. He

is thrown on the mercies of to-

gether. Dorjieff does not notice

as he yawns, stretches and sc-

Scene at 92348 United Ministries

Or I am up early on the leap,

nmy hands, my shoes, my

head, the English heard him

in Liptsia, but when they

asked the Balai Lampa where

Dorjieff was lodged, the Lampa

was mute. He was butcheted on

the spot, the eyes rammed with

notherly, they can like sti-

down his cheeks. The br-

oaks were careened to America,

to Palmer, Utah, to a Continental Bus Stop there. Yes, Dorjieff

doesn’t detect a bit of the twilight

tone of smoky but life and on-

the clean asphalt of a rear

bus parking lot, the rest of

the passengers puddle past him,

as ways, stretches and sc-

tapes his face with his swab

Dorjieff does not notice

until it is too late that all the

others have disappeared. He

is thrown on the mercies of to-

gether. Dorjieff does not notice

as he yawns, stretches and sc-

Scene at 92348 United Ministries

Or I am up early on the leap,